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yeoman farmer helped this process along. They joined with gentry and urban classes in
contributing funds for endowed schools to give free instruction to village and town
children. Typically, the petty school took children (often girls as well as boys) from
about the ages of four years to eight years and gave them two or three years of basic
instruction in English literacy. They were vernacular schools concentrating on reading,
spelling, and writing of the alphabet and single sentences in English. The instruments
were a hornbook, containing the alphabet, syllables, and a prayer, the catechism, a
religious primer, and selections from the Bible. The teacher was the local curate, a
clerk, a poorly paid schoolmaster, or even a housewife in her home. The petty schools
were the seventeenth-century Protestant versions of the medieval chantry schools, now
stressing English learning and now much more available than ever before. The evidence
for their availability stems from the conclusion that by 1640 half of the adult males in
favored towns and cities and a third in villages were literate.11 Most petty schools
were separate institutions, albeit small and poor, but many grammar schools began to
institute classes for the pettfes to give the English rudiments to boys who had not
already acquired them.
Social reform, as well as religious reform, was a prime motivation for the spread
of schools. The incidence of poverty, vagrancy, thievery, begging, prostitution, and
rioting in English towns and villages was alarming indeed. Then, as now, many
humanitarians turned to education and the schools for aid. They argued that national
backwardness and social unrest were intimately connected with ignorance, and there-
fore education could aid in the cure. Curtis quotes an Elizabethan schoolmaster on the
"benefits of learning:"
Knowest thou not what profit and commodity learning bringeth to the
children of Adam? Look upon the barbarous nations, which are without it;
compare their estate with ours; and thou shalt see what it is to be learned, and
what to be unlearned. They for want of learning can have no laws, no civil
policy, no honest means to live by, no knowledge of God's mercy and favour,
and consequently no salvation nor hope of comfort. We by the means of learning
have and may have all these things. Therefore in that thou dost enjoy thy lands
and livings, in that thou mayst procure such things as thou wantest, it is the
benefit of learning. In that thou sleepest quietly in thy bed, in that thou
travelest safely on the way, in that thieves and enemies do not spoil thine house
and household, kill thy children, take away thy life, it is the benefit of learning.
Nay, go further. In that thou thyself runnest not to the like excess of iniquity-
art no thief, no murderer, no adulterer, it is the benefit of learning. Dost thou
not here see what a plentiful harvest of all good fruits learning bringest forth?12
After a boy had learned his English letters he was then ready for more schooling.
At that point came a kind of parting of the ways which can perhaps be described as
follows. He could go on to a further education which was academically oriented to the
11	See Lawrence Stone, 4tThe Educational Revolution in England, 1560-1640," Past and Present,
no. 28, pp. 42-44, July 1964.
12	Curtis, op. cit., p. 55.

